
AURENDER 
A30 MUSIC SERVER 
(& STREAMER, & CD RIPPER & HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER)

S
implicity is the ultimate 
sophistication. I know that 
Leonardo da Vinci (whose 
words those were) was a vi-
sionary, but even I was amazed 
that he had already imagined a 
product such as the Aurender 

A30 Music Server  ‘way back in 1493.
In the modern age where state-of-the-

art high fidelity reproduction requires that 
you carefully choose and buy multiple 
components, work out how best you should 
connect them, and then work out how to 
operate everything, Aurender’s A30 is a 
breath of fresh air.

It is just so simple to operate, despite its 
complexity and the fact that it’s the Swiss 
Army knife of music playback devices.  
The Aurender A30 will simplify your music 
playback experience. Put one in your system 
and you won’t need your CD player, you 
won’t need your computer, you won’t need 
your NAS drive, and you won’t need your 
streamer.

The Aurender A30 does it all — at least 
it will so long as you have an Internet con-
nection and a home network. Then all you’ll 
need to do is connect its Ethernet socket to 
your home network and its analogue line 
outputs to your amplifier after which it will 
do the rest. Oh, I almost forgot… you’re 
also going to need an up-do-date Android or 
Apple device, preferably tablet-sized.

And if that all sounds impressive, just 
wait until you switch the Aurender A30 on. 
I don’t think I have ever been as impressed 

by a front panel display as I was by the A30’s 
display! First, it’s absolutely huge. You’ll 
have no difficulty reading either it or the 
album artwork that is displayed on it, even if 
you’re across the other side of the room.

Second, it’s wonderfully technicoloured, 
with reds, blues, greens and silvers. Last, but 
far from least, there’s a huge 3D render of a 
volume control in the centre of the display 
which turns, just like a real one. You just 
can’t fail to be impressed by that! Indeed 
you’ll likely be blown away by it: it’s a bit 
like being in a science fiction movie.

If I were to have any niggle at all about 
switching the Aurender A30 on, it’s how 
long it takes, which is about one minute and 
thirty seconds give or take a second or two.

EQUIPMENT
The biggest challenge for anyone who has 
decided to take the plunge and store their 
music digitally is getting their music off the 
physical format it’s currently stored on (CD, 
SACD, LP, or whatever) and onto a hard disc 
(or whatever type of storage you prefer). 
I can tell you from bitter experience that it’s 
dauntingly difficult and totally time-con-
suming (unless you pay someone to do it for 
you, in which case it’s just plain expensive!).

But not if you own an Aurender A30.
This is because unlike most other high-

end music servers, the Aurender A30 not 
only has its own CD ripper built in, but can 
also be used in conjunction with a Nimbie 
autoloader (more about this in a moment). 
So to get your CD collection onto hard drive 

(and by this I mean the 10 Terabyte hard 
drive that is already inside the A30), all you 
have to do is push a CD (or SACD) into the 
slot on the A30’s front panel. That’s it! After 
a few minutes the disc will re-appear, so you 
can remove it and store it away somewhere 
remote, because you’ll never need it again, 
except for copyright reasons. The music on 
it is now stored, catalogued and itemised — 
with album artwork added — and ready for 
instant playback at the push of a button.

I said it was easy!
But what if, like me, you have thousands 

of CDs? That’s where the Acronova Nimbie 
USB 3.0 CD/DVD autoloader comes in. 
Connect one to the Aurender A30 and you 
can load up to 100 CDs into the Nimbie and 
walk away. All 100 discs will be loaded onto 
the Aurender A30’s hard drive automatically, 
without any further intervention from you.  
I said it was easy!

Well it may be easy, but it’s not exactly 
cheap, because the Acronova Nimbie is 
priced just shy of two big ones. Maybe the 
local Australian Aurender distributor will 
come up with some system whereby you 
can rent one from your dealer for the time 
it takes to rip your collection. If you have 
already ripped your collection, but you are 
unhappy with how it’s stored, it’s child’s 
play to transfer it to the A30’s internal HDD, 
to enable super-quick access. If your music 
is stored on a NAS, you’ll have to do this 
anyway, because the A30 has limited func-
tionality if it has to access music files that 
are stored on NAS.  
For example, although it can play music that 
you have stored on NAS, it can’t search or 
sort songs that are stored there.

Despite Aurender specifically warning 
owners “Don’t Trust the Hard Drive!” the 
A30 does not provide a native way of back-
ing up the music, images and metadata you 
have stored on the A30’s own hard drive. 
Says Aurender: “A specific ‘backup’ feature 
has not been implemented with Aurender 
music servers at this time.” 
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Aurender’s tried and 
tested ‘Conductor’ 

soft ware, which is now 
in its ‘V3’ incarnation, 

is simply superb

Instead the company specifi cally says: 
“Do not consider your Aurender the ‘Master’ 
copy of your precious music library! Rather, 
maintain a separate master copy and consider 
your Aurender as a secondary backup copy. It 
is important to back up your music collection 
periodically to a separate memory device.”

This is not to say you can’t back-up fi les 
stored on the A30 — you can, but it’s not as 
easy as it should be. It also means you essen-
tially have to maintain two different music 
libraries, which makes it a pain whenever 
you want to add new music, because it then 
needs to be added to both libraries, rather 
than just the one.

Once you have loaded the A30 with 
your music collection, you can use the tiny 
remote control Aurender supplies to control 
playback, which is a defi nite ‘plus’ for the 
A30, because it means there’s no need to 
constantly fi re up your tablet. Doing so will, 
however, require you to have good eyesight, 
because the identifi ers for the buttons on 
the remote are engraved in the aluminium, 
rather than screen-printed, and the lack of 
contrast that results makes them diffi cult 
to see. If you do use your tablet, you’ll be 
interacting with Aurender’s tried and tested 
‘Conductor’ software, which is now in its 
‘V3’ incarnation and is simply superb.

However, if you want to change the meta-
data that the A30 will have created automat-
ically, you’ll need to use a separate app, ‘A30 
Manager’ to do this, but on the plus side, it 
means you don’t have to use a computer to 
do it, as you normally would. I am not sure 
why A30 Manager isn’t integrated into the 
Conductor app, but it appears it will be so 
integrated some time later this year. Even 
the A30 manager app only became available 
on the Android platform late last year.

As for the app itself, it’s fast and slick 
(as I said two paragraphs ago) and allows 
you to order your library/ies by song, artist, 
album, genre, composer, fi le type or pretty 
much any other way you want to do it, 
select single tracks or entire albums (or 
playlists) for immediate playback, or instead 
add them to the end of a queue so that play 
starts after the existing songs in that queue 
have been played. You can edit artwork, but 
I think the coolest feature is that you can 
use the camera in your phone to snap the 
CD or LP, and then use that picture instead 
of whatever the app automatically locates 
on the Internet.

Importantly, you can create and store 
‘Playlists’ for specifi c applications. I have 
a ‘Late Night’ playlist that contains only 
quiet tracks, a ‘Dinner Party’ playlist for 
background music when I have friends 
over and a ‘Maudlin’ playlist that contains 
only sad songs (don’t’ ask!).

There are also icons so you can easily ac-
cess the Spotify, Tidal and Qobuz streaming 
services. Which is probably a good time to 
mention that the Aurender A30 includes full 
decoding for MQA.

DAC AND FILE FORMATS
As I said in the introduction, unlike many 
server/streamer components — including 
all the other models made by Aurender 
itself, the Aurender A30 has analogue audio 

outputs, so there is no need for an external 
DAC. The DAC inside the A30 is AKM’s 
fl agship AK4498 ‘Velvet Sound’ silicon, 
which is a dual-mono device that in addi-
tion to handling PCM up to 32-bit/768kHz 
can also handle DSD up to 256 DoP and 
native DSD up to 512. The circuit includes 
an FPGA-based data re-clocking system 
that Aurender says reduces jitter to below 
100-femtoseconds. Power to the DAC sec-
tion is completely discrete and fully linear, 
with voltages sourced from its own toroidal 
power transformer.

The AK 4498 comes standard with switch-
able fi lters and unlike some manufacturers, 
Aurender allows you to access these, so 
you can choose between linear phase fi lters 
(Sharp and Slow Roll-Off), minimum phase 
fi lters (Short Delay/Sharp Roll-Off and Short 
Delay/Slow Roll-Off), a hybrid type (Low 
Dispersion/Short Delay) and two NOS types 
(Super Slow Roll-Off 1 and 2).

Which fi lter should you use? The ‘best’ 
fi lter really depends on your own hearing 
— what you’re sensitive to and what you’re 
not — as well as to the genre of music you’re 
playing (because fi lters that work well for 
classical music tend not to work so well 
with hip-hop, for example). You can’t break 
anything by experimenting with the fi lters, 
so feel free to knock yourself out doing so.

INSTALLATION
I have to say that this is the fi rst time I 

have ever reviewed a product that did not 
have an Owner’s Manual. There is brief 
‘Quickstart Guide’ but it is not specifi c for 
the A30 — it covers other Aurender products 
as well, such as the ACS10, ACS, N10, W20, 
N100C, A100 and so on, the result of which 
is that it’s rather complex and confusing.

Aurender says an Owner’s Manual is 
available for download from its site, but that 
‘Web Manual’ link did not take me to an 
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A30 Owner’s Manual, nor could I locate one 
on Aurender’s website at the time of going 
to press, but it may well be there by now.

The website does have links to a series 
of YouTube tutorials, plus a few ‘How To’ 
guides, but they are software-related, not 
specifi c to the A30 and do not address hard-
ware issues. By way of example, it was only 
when my devices would not connect that I 
discovered I needed 64-bit systems running 
“iPad iOS 9.3 or later, iPad 2 or later or An-
droid Version 7 (Nougat) or later”.

Aurender’s web support (via email) is 
very quick if you are in the same time 
zone as the support team, which could be 
in either Korea (where Aurender is based) 
or in the USA, but if you’re ‘out-of-zone’, 
as we are here in Australia, answers can be 
a long time coming.

Aurender’s new Australian distributor, 
Synergy Audio Visual, which was appointed 
late in 2021, says we Aussies will get lots of 
prompt local support, both from dealers and 
also direct from Synergy itself.

One thing the QuickStart Guide did 
have was a warning saying: “If the A30 is 
not turned off or re-booted correctly, this 
could cause serious damage to the unit’s 
hardware.” I assumed this was a McDonald’s 
(‘Coffee might be hot’) warning inserted by 
Aurender’s lawyers but since the manual 
devotes a full multi-coloured (red and black) 
page to it, they may mean what they say.

Contradictorily, Aurender also just as 
specifi cally elsewhere states that the unin-
terruptible power supply inside the A30 will 
power down the unit safely in the event of a 
black-out, while still having a bob each way 
by phrasing it: “The super-capacitor power 
cache acts as an uninterruptible power 
supply. In case of any sudden power failures, 
the Aurender A30 will power itself down 
safely. Even so, proper shut down procedure 
should be observed to turn off your A30 
whenever possible.”

LISTENING SESSIONS
I have to say that my playback experience 

from the Aurender A30 was fast and fl awless, 
and totally satisfying, not least because even 
though all the fi les are stored on a standard 
10TB 3.5-inch HDD, they are not played 
from it. Instead, after you have selected 
the music you want to play, those fi les are 
transferred to a 480GB solid-state memory 
cache so they’re played from memory, not 
from disk. The advantage here is not merely 
speed, it’s also that once the music you want 
has been cached, the hard drive spins down 
and goes into a ‘sleep’ mode that means it 
creates no noise at all (electrical or acoustic), 
while at the same time minimising wear and 
tear on the drive itself.

I did experience one little hiccup when I 
fi rst started, which was that I could only get 
the A30 to play a single track at a time. This 
turned out to be all my own fault, because 
with all my fi ddling around when working 
through all the control options, I’d acciden-
tally put it into its ‘Single Play’ mode. This 
strange mode was developed, says Aurender, 
“by request from some of our dealers and 
exhibitors so that they can say a few words 
to introduce the next track before it starts 
playing in a live demo.”

It was easy to switch back to ‘normal’ 
mode once I discovered why it was happen-
ing. However, since I am mentioning this, 
I should also mention that you can also 
invoke a ‘Critical Listening’ mode’, which 
disconnects the CD-ripper’s power supply, 
turns off the supply to the front panel 
(meaning it will cease to function) and will 
also terminate as many background func-
tions as are able to be terminated in order to 
guarantee the lowest noise fl oor possible.

When you are playing back music, 
you can control the volume using the 
Conductor V3 App, the infra-red remote, 
or directly from the front panel of the A30 
itself. I can’t begin to tell you how won-

derful having a dedicated remote control 
is, mostly if you want to turn the volume 
down quickly for any reason. It’s just so 
fast compared to any other method. Yes, 
the front panel control is fast too, but you 
have to factor in the time taken to walk 
over to the unit, plus there’s the fact that I 
didn’t much care for the ‘feel’ of the front 
panel’s rotary control.

There are three ways of accessing the 
Aurender A30’s dedicated in-built head-
phone amplifi er — via a 4-pin XLR socket 
or 4.4mm phone socket (both balanced 
outputs) or via a 6.35mm unbalanced 
phone jack. When Aurender says the 
headphone amplifi er is ‘dedicated’ it really 
means it — it’s even powered by its own 
toroidal transformer.

Figuring that many owners would 
indeed be using one or more of the head-
phone jacks, this became my fi rst expe-
rience of listening to the A30 and it was 
wholly satisfying. While most of my listen-
ing was done using the unbalanced output 
I was able to briefl y listen to the XLR 
output and in that session, I was unable to 
distinguish any sonic differences between 
the two at all — they were equally good.

And by ‘good’ I really mean exception-
al — you will not need to use an external 
headphone amplifi er if you own an A30.

I was, however, a little fl ummoxed that 
I could not use any of the headphone 
outputs at the same time I was using the 
analogue output. It appears that it’s one 
or the other, but not both. I would usually 
have checked in the Owners’ Manual to see 
if there was a way to do it but …

The music delivered to the analogue out-
puts of the Aurender A30 was equally good, 
no matter whether I was sourcing it from the 
internal hard drive (via the SSD) or by input-
ting digital signals into the relevant rear-panel 
sockets. I occasionally experienced a loss of 
sync between tracks when using the coaxial 
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CONTACT DETAILS

Brand: Aurender

Model: A30

RRP: $29,995

Warranty: Two Years

Distributor: Synergy Audio Visual

Address: 107 Northern Road

 Heidelberg West

 VIC 3081

T: (03) 9459 7474

E: info@synergyaudio.com

W: www.synergyaudio.com

 • Amazing display

 • Does everything

 • Superb sound

 • Slow boot time

 • No auto-back-up

LABORATORY  
TEST  
REPORT

Readers interested in a full technical appraisal 
of the performance of the Aurender A30 
should continue on and read the LABORA-
TORY REPORT published on the following 
pages. Readers should note that the results 
mentioned in the report, tabulated in perfor-
mance charts and/or displayed using graphs 
and/or photographs should be construed as 
applying only to the specific sample tested.

You certainly won’t be wanting for level 
from the analogue line outputs, because 
the Aurender delivers a massive five and 
a bit volts from its balanced (XLR) out-
puts, and around half that from its un-
balanced outputs. The balance between 
the left and right channels is spectacular-
ly good, with Newport Test Labs reporting 
a channel imbalance of only 0.004dB.

Separation between the two channels 
was also outstandingly good, with the 
lab reporting it as more than 150dB at 
1kHz and at lower frequencies, while it 
was still 145dB at 20kHz. Stunning!

Interestingly, as you can see from 
the tabulated results, the Aurender A30 
does not have any de-emphasis circuitry, 
but this is really of academic interest 
only, since digital signals have not been 
emphasised for more than 30 years, so 
de-emphasis has been unnecessary. The 
only possible effect of this would be that 
if you use the Aurender to rip any CDs 
more than 30 years old, the high fre-
quencies will be reproduced at a slightly 
higher level than the producer intended.

Distortion at 1kHz at 0dB (Graph 1) 
was very low, with the only significant 
distortion component being a third 
harmonic at –99dB (0.0011%). This is 
too low in level to have any bearing on 
sound quality and even if it did, low-or-
der distortion components, such as sec-
ond and third harmonics, make sounds 
‘richer’ due to being harmonically related 
to the fundamental frequency.  

digital input, but it wasn’t an issue and may 
have been due to my particular set-up.

The sound of Sarah Mary Chadwick’s rather 
out-of-tune piano on her latest album, ‘Me 
and Ennui are Friends, Baby’ was delivered 
perfectly by the A30, and if a component can 
do that, it can do anything! Just listen to those 
discordant sounds and the grunge of the lower 
strings. But the A30 also delivered her distinc-
tive Kiwi/Aussie accent to perfection, as well as 
the raw authenticity of her vocal delivery (not 
to mention the raw authenticity of her lyrics!). 
At Your Leisure describes her sexual encounters 
in quite some detail, for example. However, if 
you’re already an SMC fan, she’s not quite as 
explicit here as on her previous albums.

On Every Loser Needs a Mother Chadwick is 
singing about herself. The slower tempo and 
the sustained piano block chords spread right 
across the keyboard let me continue to marvel 
at the A30’s clarity and precision. On I Was 
Much Better At Being Young Than You Are (I just 
love her song titles!) we get some added echo 
to her voice, which is mostly recorded dry, 
and I got to hear how the A30 handled this 
perfectly as well. As the song closes, I listened 
for those elusive tell-tale background sounds... 
and they were there!

I checked the bass delivery of the A30 
with my current favourite ‘morning’ album, 
‘Obviously’, from Boston-based outfit Lake 
Street Dive. Once the atmospheric jazz groove 
that kicks off opening track Hypotheticals fades 
away and singer Rachel Price references the 
album title with her vocal ‘Obviously… we’re at 
the beginning of something’ you’ll hear from the 
delivery of the bass and the drums that the 
A30s can really kick it so far as deepest bass is 
concerned.

On Same Old News, you can hear the 
double-bass of Bridget Kearney so clearly it’s 
easy to admire her beautiful tone, as well as 
the tightness of her interactions with Mike 
Calabrese on drums. 

Listen too, to the depth of the bass on Being 
a Woman, as well as the extended drums. I 
could go on, but I’d prefer you to audition the 
A30 with this album yourself. If this is ‘yacht 
rock’, I am totally on board!

For high-frequency evaluation, I turned 
to my current favourite late-night spinner, 
Pharoah Sanders’s album ‘Promises’, with Sam 

Shepherd (Floating Points) and the London 
Symphony Orchestra, which is nine ‘Move-
ments’ of ethereal aural bliss, all under-pinned 
by the sound of Sanders’ incredible saxo-
phone, proving that neither his tone nor his 
fluid technique have dimmed at all since his 
days with Coltrane.

Sparse, wide-ranging and gloriously 
spacious, the sax, the violins, the glocken-
spiels, the celeste, the acoustic itself… all were 
perfectly rendered by the Aurender A30.

CONCLUSION
Aurender promotes its A30 with the tag-line 
“a marriage of performance and convenience” 
and says that it “provides everything one 
needs to create, store, manage, edit and play 
hi-res file content in one compact audio source 
component.”Although — as I discovered 
— you will need to add a few other ‘bits 
n’ bobs’ — most of which you will likely 
already own — Aurender’s claim is close 
enough to the truth that I am prepared to 
hand them a hall pass, simply because the 
Aurender A30 does what it does so brilliant-
ly well… and also because I so absolutely 
adore that front panel!  Hugh Douglas
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Graph 2: Total harmonic distortion with 1kHz sine wave at -10dB.  Not dithered. 
(44.1kHz/16-bit)

Graph 4: Total harmonic distortion with 1kHz sine wave at -60dB.  Not dithered. 
(44.1kHz/16-bit)

Graph 6: Total harmonic distortion with 1kHz sine wave at -90.31dB dithered. 
(44.1kHz/16-bit)

Graph 1: Total harmonic distortion with 1kHz sine wave at 0dB.  Not dithered. 
(44.1kHz/16-bit)

Graph 3: Total harmonic distortion with 1kHz sine wave at -20dB.  Not dithered. 
(44.1kHz/16-bit)

Graph 5: Total harmonic distortion with 1kHz sine wave at -89.46dB. Not dithered. 
(44.1kHz/16-bit)
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Graph 2. Total harmonic distortion with 1kHz sine wave at -10dB.  Not dithered. (44.1kHz/16-bit)
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There are other distortion components 
visible, but all are more than 120dB down, 
equivalent to (0.0001%).

THD at –10dB was, as you can see in 
Graph 2, even lower again than in Graph 1. 
This time, the third harmonic distortion 
component at –111dB (0.00028%) is essen-

tially the only distortion component visible 
above the noise fl oor at –140dB.  An excel-
lent result. Graph 3 shows 1kHz distortion 
with a –20dB test signal and you can see 
that once again, the third harmonic distor-
tion component is the only one visible on 
the graph, this time at –122dB (0.00007%).

Graph 4 shows 1kHz distortion with a 
–60dB test signal. The test signal is sitting 
precisely at –60dB, as it should. At this level, 
non-linearities in the DAC have been intro-
duced, due to the fact that the test signal was 
not dithered (dithering removes the non-lin-
earities, about which more a little later).
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Graph 8: IMD (CCIF) 19 & 20kHz 1:1 - 6dBFS. (44.1kHz/16-bit)

Graph 10: Frequency response using 44.1kHz/16-bit test signals.

Graph 7: Impulse response one maximum amplitude positive sample every 70 
samples. (44.1kHz/16-bit)

Graph 9: Total harmonic distortion with 20kHz sine wave at 0dBFS. (44.1kHz/16-bit)

LAB REPORT

Aurender A30 Music Server/CD Ripper — Laboratory Test Results
Analogue Section Result Units/Comment

Output Voltage (XLR Fixed) 5.4085 / 5.4059 volts (Left Ch/ Right Ch)

Frequency Response 2Hz – 20kHz +/- 0.01dB (Also see Graph 10)

Channel Separation 151 / 153 / 145 dB at 16Hz / 1kHz / 20kHz

THD+N 0.001 @ 1kHz @ 0dBFS

Channel Balance 0.004 @ 1kHz @ 0dBFS

Channel Phase 0.06 degrees at 1kHz

Group Delay 180 / 5.7 degrees (1–20kHz / 20–1kHz)

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (No Pre-emph) 114dB / 121dB dB (unweighted/weighted)

De-Emphasis Error 0.37 / 3.53 / 8.96 at 1kHz / 4kHz / 16kHz

Linearity Error @ –60.00dB / –70.00dB 0.01 / 0.05 dB (Test Signal Not Dithered)

Linearity Error @ –80.59dB / –85.24dB 0.00 / 0.01 dB (Test Signal Not Dithered)

Linearity Error @ –89.46dB / –91.24dB 0.04 / 0.01 dB (Test Signal Not Dithered)

Linearity Error @ –80.70dB / –90.31dB 0.07 / 0.01 dB (Test Signal Dithered)

Power Consumption  8.81 / 54.63 watts (Standby / On)

Mains Voltage During Testing 239 – 244 (Minimum – Maximum)
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Graph 5 shows the Aurender A30’s 
performance with an undithered test signal 
at a level of –89.46dB. As you can see there 
are still errant signals from the digital-to-an-

alogue conversion process, but most are 
now below the noise fl oor and the few 
that are not are still around –110dB down 
(0.00031%).

Graph 6 shows the Aurender A30’s perfor-
mance with a dithered test signal at a level 
of –90.31dB, so very close to the level that 
was used to produce Graph 5. 

You can see that this time, because the 
test signal has been dithered, the DAC 
is able to resolve the signal, the result of 
which is an almost complete lack of har-
monic distortion. Note, however, that the 
dithering means that the noise fl oor is not 
quite as low, but since it’s down at –140dB, 
which is far below audibility, it doesn’t 
much matter.

Graph 7 shows the Aurender A30’s 
performance when presented with a series 
of maximum level impulses (one every 
70 samples), which is equivalent to 630 
impulses per second. This essentially tests 
the DUT’s dynamic frequency response, as 
well as showing the effect of the digital fi lter 
on frequencies above 20kHz (this being a 
44.1kHz/16-bit test signal). 

You can see the Aurender returned excel-
lent performance, being totally fl at across 
the pass band and rolling off smoothly 
above 20kHz, so that frequencies above 
25kHz were attenuated by more than 120dB.
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Intermodulation distortion is shown 
in Graph 8 with Newport Test Labs us-
ing a CCIF-IMD test signal comprised of 
equal-level sine signals, one at 19kHz and 
the other at 20kHz, these being the two 
signals that reach almost to the top of the 
graph. 

There are only two unwanted sidebands, 
one at 18kHz and the other at 21kHz, 
and both are more than 110dB down 
(0.00031%). Importantly, there is no re-gen-
erated difference signal down at 1kHz—the 
noise fl oor is scrupulously clean. The two 
other, higher-frequency signals on the graph 

are sampling-related and too high in fre-
quency and too low in level to be audible.

Graph 9 dispenses with the 19kHz signal, 
showing performance with just a single sine 
wave at 20kHz at 0dB. The signal at 40kHz 
is a second harmonic at –115dB (0.00017%), 
the other two are, again, sampling-related 
and can safely be ignored.

Newport Test Labs has graphed the 
frequency response of the Aurender A30 in 
Graph 10 and you can see that below 3kHz 
it’s so fl at that it’s virtually indistinguishable 
from the 0dB graph line. The response ‘rolls 
off’ above 3kHz, but this is exaggerated by 
the vertical scale the lab has used for the 
graph, which means that each horizontal 
division represents a difference in level 
of only 0.2dB, so that at 20kHz (which is 
the upper limit of the digital system used 
for this test), the response is only around 
0.12dB down. 

Further testing, using an even-more 
precise testing methodology, put the overall 
response at 2Hz to 20kHz ±0.01dB.

Overall noise was extremely low, with 
Newport Test Labs reporting the overall 

inband noise (0Hz to 20kHz bandwidth) at 
–114dB unweighted and –121dB weighted.

Linearity errors were vanishingly low, 
as you can see from the tabulated results. 
There’s one perfect (0.00dB) result at 
–80.59dB, but elsewhere the errors are either 
0.01dB or 0.05dB. Even the largest error, of 
0.07dB at –80.70dB, would be completely 
inaudible. Overall, the Aurender A30 is 
more linear than any other DAC I can recall 
that has been tested by Newport Test Labs.

Power consumption when the Aurender 
A30 is on is quite high, at 54.63-watts, so I’d 
suggest you position it somewhere where it’s 
adequately ventilated. At 8.81-watts, stand-
by consumption is so high that ‘stand-by’ 
is likely a misnomer, but it certainly won’t 
have any real impact on your electrical utili-
ty bills. However, if you don’t plan on using 
the Aurender A30 for more than a few days, 
I’d recommend powering it down, following 
the manufacturer’s instructions for so doing.

The Aurender A30 performed outstand-
ingly well on Newport Test Labs’ test bench. 
It can truly be called a ‘state-of-the-art’ 
component. Steve Holding

The Aurender A30 is 
more linear than any 
other DAC I can recall 
that has been tested 
by Newport Test Labs
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